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Global leadership expert Dr. Ranker of New York City uses targeted executive coaching to help many top CEOs and other senior management stretch their productivity to keep pace with the increasing demands of delivering ever greater profit, often from reduced resources. Drawing from his own experience as a CEO, Dr. Ranker's typical clients benefit from his help to grow their "Global Mindset" — the ability to manage across borders, being respectful of and also valuing cultural differences. Dr. Ranker is one of the fathers of the growing worldwide profession of executive coaching. He was asked to become one of GE CEO Jack Welch's first executive coaches in 1989, before the term was widely known. GE remains his longest and closest client — he has helped hundreds of their senior executives to become even more successful managers. Today he travels over 400,000 miles per year focusing on helping very senior executives in many countries "to become the very best they can be".